
 

 

ProQuest Season 2 Covid Procedure - Updated 3/23/22 

 

ProQuest events may be impacted by current Covid measures worldwide. To allow stores to 

navigate this we suggest the following options: 

1. Reschedule the event. The season runs from 14th of May - 5th of June 2022. 

you may reschedule your event to run as late as possible in this season. 

2. Move to an online event. 

How do I change to an online event? 

Contact us op@fabtcg.com. for us to add the online event to your account. 

Will moving to an online change the event structure? 

• Moving to an online ProQuest will require several changes: 

• Events must be webcam events held over discord. 

• Event structure will remain the same as in-store event structure (Swiss rounds 

followed by top 8 cut) 

• These events will no longer offer the 1x Random Drop Gold Cold Foil. These must be 

returned to your distributor. The other prizes will shift to being participation prizes 

rather than for placing. 

• Players are only eligible for participation prizes if they played in the final round of 

qualifiers. 

• Once the event is over it is up to the store to assign and distribute the participation 

prizes. It is up to you and the players to send/pick up any prizes won this way. 

Since the event is online can players from outside my country take part? 

While this is an online event only players from your country may play in this event. In 

order to maximize your country's representation at the Pro Tour. Any players entering from 
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outside your country will face sanctions including but not limited to losing all XP from the 

event. 

Stores should use country filters in GEM when adding players. In addition, stores need to add 

all players manually rather than using online registration as this does not filter for the players 

country. 

We understand that this adds some additional administration for stores, but we hope that you 

understand that we are trying to ensure that players from your local community have a good 

opportunity to qualify for the upcoming Pro Tour. 

All events that do not run within this window will be cancelled and kits MUST be returned to 

distributors. 

 

Email the team at op@fabtcg.com, we are more than happy to arrange a call to assist if 

needed 
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